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In the Food Network star's first book, Giada De Laurentiis helps you put a fabulous Italian dinner
on the table tonight, for friends or just for the kids, with a minimum of fuss and a maximum of
flavor.Everyday Italian is true to its title: the fresh, simple recipes are incredibly quick and
accessible, and also utterly mouth-watering—perfect for everyday cooking. And the book is
focused on the real-life considerations of what you actually have in your refrigerator and pantry
(no mail-order ingredients here) and what you’re in the mood for—whether a simply sauced
pasta or a hearty family-friendly roast, these great recipes cover every contingency. So, for
example, you’ll find dishes that you can make solely from pantry ingredients, or those that
transform lowly leftovers into exquisite entrées (including brilliant ideas for leftover pasta), and
those that satisfy your yearning to have something sweet baking in the oven. There are 7 ways to
make red sauce more interesting, 6 different preparations of the classic cutlet, 5 perfect pestos,
4 creative uses for prosciutto, 3 variations on basic polenta, 2 great steaks, and 1 sublime
chocolate tiramisù—plus 100 other recipes that turn everyday ingredients into speedy but
special dinners.What’s more, Everyday Italian is organized according to what type of food you
want tonight—whether a soul-warming stew for Sunday supper, a quick sauté for a weeknight, or
a baked pasta for potluck. These categories will help you figure out what to cook in an instant,
with such choices as fresh-from-the-pantry appetizers, sauceless pastas, everyday roasts, and
stuffed vegetables—whatever you’re in the mood for, you’ll be able to find a simple, delicious
recipe for it here. That’s the beauty of Italian home cooking, and that’s what Giada De Laurentiis
offers here—the essential recipes to make a great Italian dinner. Tonight.

From Publishers WeeklyWith its cover image of the fetching de Laurentiis wearing a low-cut top
and its promise of easy, tasty Italian recipes, this cookbook is sure to draw in home cooks who
don't know how to make a basic marinara sauce and want to be introduced them to the beauty
and simplicity of Italian cuisine. Which is, of course, a good thing, but a shame, too, since this
work lacks depth or meaning. Readers seeking a true introduction to the building blocks of
Italian cooking would be worlds better off with one of Marcella Hazan's or Lidia Bastianich's
early primers. What those who are lured in by the good looks and charm of de Laurentiis
(granddaughter of film producer Dino and star of Food Network's Everyday Italian) will get is an
unsophisticated but decent selection of Italian-American classics, from antipasto to pasta, meat
dishes to desserts, including Clams Oreganata, Caprese Salad, Salsa all'Amatriciana, Fettucine
Alfredo, Veal Marsala, Caponata and Chocolate Tiramisù. De Laurentiis provides an introduction
to each dish, and her recipes are generally minimalist (there are no recipes for homemade
pastas or stews that take a day to make). Though bursting with glamorous shots of a lovely
looking author, this is a rather flat first effort.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division



of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.From the Back CoverIn her hit Food Network show
"Everyday Italian, Giada De Laurentiis shows you how to cook delicious, beautiful food in a flash.
And here, in her long-awaited first book, she does the same--helps you put a fabulous dinner on
the table tonight, for friends or just for the kids, with a minimum of fuss and a maximum of flavor.
She makes it all look easy, because it is."Everyday Italian is true to its title: the fresh, simple
recipes are incredibly quick and accessible, and also utterly mouth-watering--perfect for
everyday cooking. And the book is focused on the real-life considerations of what you actually
have in your refrigerator and pantry (no mail-order ingredients here) and what you're in the mood
for--whether a simply sauced pasta or a hearty family-friendly roast, these great recipes cover
every contingency. So, for example, you'll find dishes that you can make solely from pantry
ingredients, or those that transform lowly leftovers into exquisite entrees (including brilliant ideas
for leftover pasta), and those that satisfy your yearning to have something sweet baking in the
oven. There are 7 ways to make red sauce more interesting, 6 different preparations of the
classic cutlet, 5 perfect pestos, 4 creative uses for prosciutto, 3 variations on basic polenta, 2
great steaks, and 1 sublime chocolate tiramisu--plus 100 other recipes that turn everyday
ingredients into speedy but special dinners.What's more, "Everyday Italian is organized
according to what type of food you want tonight--whether a soul-warming stew for Sunday
supper, a quick saute for a weeknight, or a baked pasta for potluck. These categories will help
you figure out what to cook in an instant, with suchchoices as fresh-from-the-pantry appetizers,
sauceless pastas, everyday roasts, and stuffed vegetables--whatever you're in the mood for,
you'll be able to find a simple, delicious recipe for it here. That's the beauty of Italian home
cooking, and that's what Giada De Laurentiis offers here--the essential recipes to make a great
Italian dinner. Tonight.About the AuthorGIADA DE LAURENTIIS is the Emmy Award-winning star
of Food Network's Everyday Italian, Giada at Home, Giada's Holiday Handbook, and Giada in
Italy; she is also a judge on Food Network Star, a contributing correspondent for
NBC's Today show, and the author of seven New York Times bestselling books. She recently
published the eighth in her series of books for young readers, Recipe for Adventure. She has a
namesake restaurant on the Las Vegas Strip with a second location planned for 2018. Born in
Rome, Giada grew up in Los Angeles, where she now lives with her daughter, Jade.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Spicy Tomato Sauce from Giada de Laurentiis's
Everyday ItalianMakes about 1 quart;Serves 4 over a pound of pasta as a main courseThe
sauce known as all’arrabbiata—or “in the angry style”—is made with hot red pepper flakes (and
sometimes fresh chilies for an extra kick). I like to use the briny elements of olives and capers
and skip the fresh chilies, adding depth to the spiciness rather than just more heat. Perfect with
penne or rigatoni. • 3 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil • 1 small onion, minced • 2 garlic
cloves, minced • 1/2 cup pitted black olives, coarsely chopped • 2 tablespoons drained
capers, rinsed • 1/2 teaspoon sea salt, plus more to taste • Generous pinch of dried crushed
red pepper flakes • 1 28-ounce can crushed Italian tomatoesIn a large skillet, heat the oil over a
medium-high flame. When almost smoking, add the onion and garlic and sauté for 3 minutes.



Reduce the heat to medium and add the olives, capers, 1⁄2 teaspoon of salt, and red pepper
flakes, and sauté for 1 minute. Add the tomatoes and simmer until reduced slightly, about 20
minutes. Season the sauce with more salt to taste. (The sauce can be made 1 day ahead. Cool,
then cover and refrigerate. Rewarm over medium heat before using.)Read more
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MimaLoves2Cook, “Love love love Giada Recipes!!. Makes every recipe so simple to follow…
my guests think I catered!!”

B. Marold, “Average Italian Recipes. Good buy if you like the show.. `everyday italian' is Giada De
Laurentiis' first book, based on her Food Network show which is one of my favorites, just after
Alton Brown's `Good Eats' and Mr. Food Network Italian, Mario Batali's aging `Molto Mario'
which looks better after five reruns than any of the latest offerings from Emeril or Bobby.Like
Rachael Ray, Giada has proven that she is not just another pretty face. She really knows her way
around the kitchen and while I have immense respect for Rachael's theme of quick cooking by
busy people, I really prefer the more ethnically themed shows like those from Giada and even
Paula Deen than the generic coverage from Rachael.Like Paula's show and later books, Giada's
books also have a `joie de vivre' appeal. She places her cooking in the context of people who
enjoy life, and shows how food contributes to that enjoyment. This is also one of the strongest
aspects of her TV show.While this is a pleasing book with an accurate subtitle, `125 Simple and
Delicious Recipes', the problem for cookbook purchasers is that the bar of quality for cookbooks
on Italian cuisine is very, very high. Food Network colleague Mario has helped raise that bar with
his own `Simple Italian Food, Recipes from My Two Villages' which is a scant $2.50 more at list
price and which contains more recipes which are, on average, about as easy as Giada's and, to
my mind, more interesting to cook.The very simplest example of this fact is in the recipes for the
simple marinara sauces (Giada's recipe is from page 59) from the two books. On the face of it,
they are very similar in that both use carrots instead of sugar to sweeten the sauce and Giada
adds celery, which Mario leaves out. Mario also uses thyme while Giada uses bay. Mario adds
garlic and Giada does not. One of the most important differences is that Mario, in almost all his
recipes, uses whole, peeled San Marzano tomatoes while Giada uses crushed tomatoes. I
agree that Giada's technique is a bit easier; however, following Mario's doctrine means you need
to have fewer different varieties of canned tomato in your pantry.Giada's `cooking from her family
experience' contributes much to the appeal of her books, as do the many pictures of the very
attractive Ms. De Laurentiis. I would say the recipes in her books overall are two parts Italian, two
parts `Italian-American', and one part French cooking school; however, this book has more truly
Italian recipes than her next two books.As an `Italian-American' cookbook, its true competition is
recent books such as Rocco DiSpirito's `Rocco's Italian American', Frank Pellegrino's `Rao's
Recipes from the Neighborhood', and Eleanora Scarpetta's `Eleanora's Kitchen'. All three are
`Italian-American' recipes from professionals (Ms. Scarpetta had assistance from a professional
cookbook writer). I think Ms. De Laurentiis' book is comparable to the volume from chef DiSpirito
and it is weaker than the volume from amateur Scarpetta. This last observation is based on the
fact that Ms. Scarpetta gives more details about her technique in the same number of recipes in
a less expensive book. Scarpetta's book is also printed in easy to read black and white!One



case which demonstrates the Italian-American flavor of her dishes is her chicken saltimbocca
recipe, based on a classic Roman veal dish, which adds spinach and chicken stock and leaves
out the sage. David Downie's recipe in `Cooking the Roman Way' has no spinach or stock. But,
Lydia Bastianich in her presentation of Italian-American recipes includes the spinach.None of
these observations are very important if you own few cookbooks and like Giada's show. They are
important if your primary interest is in learning about Italian cooking. In the end, it is a pleasing
book, but it's recipes are fewer and no better than than other good but less expensive `Italian-
American' cookbooks.”

Carol, “Finally an Italian cookbook that has the recipes I want to cook. I like that the cookbook
has everyday Italian favorites like lasagna, chicken parmigiana, and chicken cacciatore. Many
are easy to follow. This cookbook has many recipes that I would like to try. Much more than other
2 cookbooks I purchased from this author.”

Anke, “Excellent - must have book for all foodies!. Yes, there are far too many pictures of the
author. The editor or someone must have used pics to reach a page minimum (giving her the
benefit of the doubt).Okay, with that out of the way, let's move on to the recipes. Wow!, nothing
short of amazing! Excellent! Simple recipes, yet there is layered flavor and wow, super yummy.
I have made several of the recipes and all are keepers.One thing I would recommend, on the
Chicken Cacciatore...the finished product has a lot of liquid. We decided to make white
(basmati) rice to go with it to help soak up some of the extra liquid. You could pour some off, but
it is soooo good, I really wouldn't recommend doing so. Yes, I realize the rice isn't 'Italian', but
the book is an Americanized version of Italian, so it goes just fine if you ask me!If you are like
me, you want good food, without spending hours in the kitchen. The last thing I want to do after
working 10 hours, is cook for 2 hours! This is a GREAT cookbook for those who want go food
without sacrificing your entire day/evening cooking it! This is my new 'go to' book for dinner! You
won't be disappointed.Book quality and layout are important to me. This book is a hardcover
that will lay flat (with some help) when opened. The paper is nice thick and glossy and the
pictures are good quality. The book is bound and stitched to last with repeated use.It you can
make it past someones love affair with the author (I sure hope they got that date), then this one
is a keeper!”

Toni, “"Bravissima Giada!!". Well done!!! This is the first book for Ms. De Laurentiis and she
should be quite happy with the effort. The book is a compilation of recipes from her wonderful
cooking show (on the Food Network) with several other new ones added; if you have the chance
to see her show, you will get to see the enthusiasm she brings to the joy she has in cooking.
Having attended The Cordon Bleu in Paris, she deserves the honor and respect of being a
bonafide chef. I have tried several of her recipes,and I have not been disappointed; the dishes
are fresh, delicious, light and leave you satisfied. The book contents are:Foreward by Mario



BataliINTRODUCTIONSANTIPASTI: fresh from the pantry/seafood starters/frittatas/tricolore/
olives and olive oil/bread and sandwiches/prosciutto/roasted peppersSAUCES: tomato sauces/
pesto's/classic saucesPASTA, POLENTA, & RISOTTO: fresh from the pantry/stuffed pasta's/
"sauceless" pasta's/ indulgences/ leftover pasta/polenta/risottoENTREES: grills and sautes/
cutlets/roasts/stews & sauces/leftoversCONTORNI: stuffed veggies/roasted & baked/ quick &
simple/ saladsDOLCI: fruit/ creams & puddings/ cookies & cakesINDEXCONVERSION
CHARTBut the book does lack enough photo's of the completed dishes, so my only suggestion
for her next book would be perhaps more photo's of the food rather than so many of her, and her
healthy torso, which would be good if this were a book on fashion or fitness, but not really
necessary for a book on food.”

Luberon Lady, “Great for weekday recipes when time is an issue. This book is excellent for week
night meals, the recipes are quick and easy to follow.I have made several of the recipes with
great success, most recently Verdure Al Forno, which can be adapted to any vegetables that are
to hand; Roasted Chicken with Balsamic Vinaigrette is a favourite of my husband.The layout of
the book is great.Would recommend”

Cherri Lewis, “Lovely. Very pleased with this book - I watch this chef on Food Network. Book is
great.”

Stephen Walker, “Perfect. Just what I wanted”

faranak groves, “Great book. Great book”

The book by Giada De Laurentiis has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 1,338 people have provided
feedback.
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